ABB 266 multivariable use
for upstream multi-tube measurement

Ruggedness for the Field

The following are details Leon Black, ABB Product Development Engineer, shared with BJ Walker, ABB Automation Sales Manager, about the 266JST Transient Testing. Just one of the proven field worthy features designed into the transmitter.
Leon’s story

Leon: We were in NTS in Dallas doing the EMC compatibility testing on the 266JST. And one of the tests that we do is for transient protection, where we actually shock the device with simulated lightening from a huge transformer that generates up to 8000 volts. And when we got through with that, I asked the independent lab operator if he had anything bigger because at 8000 volts we didn’t see anything – no affect at all. The operator made a call, and two people then came, pushing a cart with a transformer that was so massive that they couldn’t even lift it. The operator hooked it up and shocked the 266 Transmitter. The transient voltage was hitting the 266 transmitter so hard you could hear it, literally, outside the chamber, but the 266 didn’t even waiver. We had already passed all the published tests, so when he did this he did it just to appease me.

BJ: How was that installed in that lab to be able to withstand that kind of shock?

Leon: First of all, the multivariable is the first product that does not use the case as a ground path. It uses the case as another layer of protection, as a high current path for transients, and the measurement electronics are totally isolated. We don’t use the DC return (power minus) in any way to move transients back and forth. Transients can still be carried across the attachment cables, but is all blocked by a four-level cascading transient protection system. Directly coupled transients are redirected to the case and then by connection into a dissipation area or earth ground. The electronics will not be affected for transients inductively or directly coupled to the case, because there is no direct contact between the case and electronics. Transients must always be a part of the equation when customers look at cost of ownership or instrumentation downtime. The design team for the ABB 266 MODBUS Multivariable knew this upfront and wanted to make a positive change in the measurement section of the industry. I believe we have.
Performance and Versatility

The ABB 266JST was designed to be highly accurate for custody transfer flow measurement. The combination of the electronic design and component selection, the extended, unique characterization process of each transmitter and the factory calibration process results in market leading accuracy. With datasheet comparisons you will find that the standard 266JST’s accuracy of ± 0.05% of reading from 10 to 100% full calibrated span is the highest accuracy multivariable pressure transmitter on the market.

ABB’s open architecture design of the 266JST transmitter allows for use with most any RTU, Flow Computer or system on the market. Full transparency is given with the complete Modbus mapping details included in the 266JST operating instructions, as well as pre-programmed mapping selections.

The 266 Modbus® multivariable provides precise and reliable measurement of differential pressure, static pressure, temperature (from an external RTD) as well as diagnostic information once every second to the Host devices such as RTUs and flow computers. Individual device Modbus® addresses, setup and calibration can easily be configured using 1) the display keypad, 2) standard Modbus networks or 3) using the XMV Interface application of ABB’s Totalflow flow computers or RTUs. The XMV Interface application creates a “plug and play” interface to the multivariable sensor and indicates any active alarms that may be present in easily understood text. One or more ABB 266 Modbus® multivariable transmitters combined with an RTU is a cost-effective solution when multi-tube measurement is required, and/or when the transmitters must be located in a Class I, Division 1 hazardous location.
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